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Abstract
Online video-based learning is popular among the global
student community. We investigate ways of leveraging Artificial Intelligence (AI) to reduce the video watching time
without losing comprehension of the video content. Using an in-house designed video player prototype, we conducted an observation study to understand user behavior
in adjusting the video playback rate. We present preliminary results from this study and discuss implications of our
observations in designing potential AI-based solutions to
semi-automatically adjust the video playing speed to reduce
the watching time without affecting the users’ comprehension.
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Introduction
Online video-based learning has become more popular with
MOOCs and YouTube. However, viewers might not have the
time, patience or intention to watch through the whole video
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at its normal playback rate. They might prefer to skip over
parts of the video to search for specific content or watch
at an increased playback rate to skim the content [1]. First
time viewers usually consume the content linearly (without
scrubbing) [8]. To preclude random viewing behavior while
scrubbing, we scope our work to linear video consumption.
Figure 1: The proposed interface.

Video speed factors
Speaker’s speech rate (SSR):
SSR is the number of spoken
speech units per time. Listening
comprehension is inversely
proportional to SSR [3]. It is the
most common problem faced
by EFL(English as a Foreign
Language) learners [13]. SSR
(syllables/second) is calculated
using Praat Library [2] and
Speech Rate script [5].
English proficiency: The limit
of SSR a person can understand is lower for beginner
language learners than that of
advanced learners [11].
Prior knowledge in the topic
of the video: Other barriers
in listening comprehension include background knowledge
and new vocabulary [13]. Thus,
having more expertise in the
topic might make it easier to
comprehend.

Research related to optimizing the playback speed of videos
can be grouped into three categories: (1) interaction peak
(play, pause, navigate, replay and quit) detection, (2) navigation interfaces and (3) viewing time reduction heuristics.
Interaction peaks can be detected using changes in media
type, topic, speech features such as speaker’s speech rate
(SSR) and help decide when to reduce video speed [8] but
not increase it. Video navigation interfaces [7, 9] provide
features like slide view, search, user notes for faster navigation to a video segment of interest but do not provide faster
linear viewing. Pause removal heuristic [9] removes silent
segments to shorten the video duration. However, silence in
lecture videos might coincide with visual information key to
understanding content and pauses might assist in speech
comprehension. SmartPlayer [4] adapts the video speed
according to visual scene changes but lecture videos usually have rich audio content and less visual changes.
Standard video player interfaces for online video lectures
provide a drop down selection of discrete speeds to change
the video speed which involves multiple user interactions
and user decision making for selecting a preferable speed.
Also, the limited discrete speeds does not guarantee an
optimal speed at which the viewer watches a video without compromising the comprehension of its content. While
much previous research and current video players have
focused on designing better manual controlled video navigation techniques, with the advance of AI, we see an opportunity to combine AI and HCI to design a semi-automatic
control for optimizing video playing speed for users.

Video Speed Control Interface
Online lecture platforms like YouTube1 , Udacity2 , edX3 and
Coursera4 use YouTube5 and HTML56 video players which
provide a drop down of discrete speeds to change the video
speed. This video speed control interface (VSCI) requires
the viewer to divert focus to click a button that displays the
drop down, view the options, determine an apt speed and
select it. This might hamper video content understanding.
Flexible design for VSCI is inspired from volume control
slider found in operating systems and video players: a slider
over many discrete values separated by a small steps can
give the "feeling" of continuous control. Hence, we have
proposed a VSCI slider as shown in Fig. 1 to control video
speed from 0.1x to 4x in steps of 0.1x using the mouse
scroll wheel. SmartPlayer [4] uses a continuous dial for
video speed control. Both SmartPlayer and popular media
player, VLC, provide speed steps of 0.1x. By reducing the
cognitive load and effort, viewers can easily explore many
speeds to reach the optimal video speed using this VSCI.

Leveraging AI to Control Video Speed
AI should adapt the video speed to the viewer’s needs and
abilities. Modelling the user, task, interaction and their relationship is the key to provide adaptive user interface. We
will consider video’s SSR, viewer’s English proficiency and
prior knowledge in the video topic to model video speed.
Modelling Temporal Changes in Speed
For the observation study, 10 participants were asked to
watch (without seeking) 5 lecture videos using our interface,
shown in Fig. 1, as fast as possible such that the video content is understandable. They were informed beforehand
1

https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.udacity.com/
3
https://www.edx.org/
4
https://www.coursera.org/
5
https://developers.google.com/youtube/
6
https://www.w3.org/standards/webdesign/audiovideo
2
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Figure 2: The relationship
between the speed changed and
initial of speed change events. The
size represents number of
occurrences. Initial events occur
during the first 50s of the video and
other events occur during the
remaining duration.

about follow-up questions to test their comprehension of the
video content. The participants were 20 to 30 years old and
included 7 females. They were professionals or students
from various fields including computer science, engineering, science and arts. The videos were roughly 5 minutes
long and the topics were: (1) bitcoins, (2) time management and computer scheduling, (3) agricultural revolution,
(4) paleo diet, (5) LiDAR. Prior to watching the videos, they
were asked to rate their English proficiency and topic expertise (both out of 10). After watching each video, 5 (2 direct
and 3 derived) multiple answer questions were asked.They
selected 66.4±15.2% of 42 correct options. SSR and participants’ speed patterns for video 1 are shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: SSR (grey) and video speeds for video 1
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between the SSR and video speed

Our findings from analyzing these speed patterns for various participants and videos in our observation study reveal:
• Participants change their speed significantly in the initial
50s of the video as seen in Fig. 2. A speed change event
contains several speed changes such that two successive
changes are less than 3s (seconds) apart and the speed
changed in this event is the difference between the final
and initial speeds. Average SSR is 2.53 words/s [12] and
a spoken sentence contains an average of 6.22 words
[10], so one sentence would last 2.45s.
• After 50s, participants maintain a constant speed and
rarely change the speed by a small amount (≤ 0.3x).

Based on these findings, AI should predict: (1) initial speed
and (2) speed changes after 50s. The viewer has no idea
of how SSR will change when watching the video. The
viewer might not take the decision of changing the speed
or make it slightly later because of more interest in watching
the video than changing the video speed. Hence, AI can be
used to compute when to change speed and by how much,
based on previous viewer behavior, for optimal viewing.

video speed

initial events
other events

SSR

speed change

1

Predicting Initial Viewer Speed
We need to model the relationship of video speed with the
aforementioned factors. Since SSR and video speed are
changing through the video, we will use their means SSR
1
and video speed. Fig. 3 suggests that video speed ∝ SSR
.
When the video speed is changed, the Effective Speaker’s
Speech Rate (ESSR) is video speed × SSR. In Fig. 5,
we can observe that each participant has their own comfortable range of ESSR (= SSR × video speed). Fig. 6
shows a correlation of 0.43 between grand mean of SSR
(ESSR) and English proficiency. The participants were
asked to self-rate their English proficiency which is a common practice. But the participants were not able to gauge
their proficiency properly as noted in [6]. The correlation between ESSR and expertise is -0.23. It seems difficult for
the viewers to predict the video contents based on its title
and rate their knowledge. Based on Fig. 5, Eqn. 1 can predict the initial speed. As shown in Fig. 5, there is a range of
comfortable speed and the initial speed might not be optimal. To explore this range, speed is increased until the user
interacts and reduces the speed. For this, the relationship
of speed increase with these factors needs to be studied.
Speed Recommendation Model
AI should increase the speed during pauses (successive
zeros in SSR) and SSR reduction. We assume that the
viewer can best judge when to decrease speed. Slow speech
segments are the intervals where the running averages of
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SSR (Hann window of 5) < τ and atleast 5s (2 sentences)
long. τ is video dependent and is SSR + αSSSR where
SSSR is standard deviation of SSR and α is a control parameter. α is chosen based on two criteria: % overlap between filtered intervals and the start of speed change event
and the number of intervals filtered. Note that the start time
of speed change event is extended 5s earlier to incorporate possible viewer’s delay to react to SSR change. Fig. 7
shows these two criteria versus α; there exists a trade-off
between these criteria. Further study has to be done to determine optimal α. At the start and end of these intervals,
the speed should be adjusted so that ESSR is maintained
i.e. new speed = (old speed × old SSR)/new SSR. The
speed change should be capped by 0.3.
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Figure 5: The plot of ESSR for
each participant and video
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